This tool paper presents E-ACSL, a runtime verification tool for C programs capable of checking a broad range of safety and security properties expressed using a formal specification language. E-ACSL consumes a C program annotated with formal specifications and generates a new C program that behaves similarly to the original if the formal properties are satisfied, or aborts its execution whenever a property does not hold. This paper presents an overview of E-ACSL and its specification language.
Introduction
E-ACSL is a runtime verification tool within Frama-C [14] , a framework dedicated to source code analysis of C programs
1 . E-ACSL is capable of checking various safety and security properties at runtime including (but not limited to) complex functional specifications, well ordering of function calls, information flow leakage and a broad range of undefined behaviors, focusing on such issues as division by zero, integer overflows, validity of pointer dereferences and accesses to uninitialized memory. These properties are expressed as source code annotations written using a formal specification language also called E-ACSL.
The E-ACSL tool consumes a C program annotated with specifications written in the E-ACSL specification language and outputs a new C program that embeds an inline monitor generated from the formal E-ACSL specification. At runtime the monitored program behaves similarly to the original if the formal properties are satisfied, or aborts its execution if any property is violated. It is worth noting that since Frama-C provides several plug-ins to generate E-ACSL annotations from high-level or implicit specifications, most usages of E-ACSL do not require annotating programs manually. Verifying properties at runtime with E-ACSL is thus a mostly automatic process.
Even though several papers have already described such E-ACSL components as its specification language [8] , memory model [29, 28] , static analyses to optimize code generation [12, 13] , and possible usages in conjunction with other Frama-C plug-ins [17, 21, 2] , this paper aims at presenting a quick overview of the whole tool.
Outline Section 2 briefly describes the E-ACSL specification language. Section 3 gives a sketch of the tool's design. Section 4 points out several possible practical usages of E-ACSL and Section 5 summarizes results of experiments and case studies involving practical runtime verification of C programs with E-ACSL.
E-ACSL Specification Language
The E-ACSL specification language is formally described in the reference manual [25] , and its overview is presented in an earlier article [8] . This section gives a brief summary of its main features.
The E-ACSL specification language [25] is an executable subset of the ACSL specification language [5] . This language is a contract-based behavioural specification languageà la Eiffel [19] whose design was inspired by JML [18] . ACSL logic is a typed first-order logic whose terms are pure (i.e. side-effect free) C expressions extended with keywords and built-ins to handle C specificities. Fig. 1 shows an example C program with ACSL annotations. Given an array t of n integers, the function primes writes a non-zero value to array element t[j] if j is a prime number, and 0 otherwise. The function main calls primes on the integer array a of 100 elements, but erroneously specifies its size as 200 instead of 100. The execution of main may thus provoke runtime errors.
The contract of the function primes is given via annotations at lines 1-6 of Fig. 1 . The precondition clauses at lines 1-2 assume that the value of n is between 2 and 10000, and the array t has valid cells for all indices j between 0 and n-1. It is expressed as validity of the pointer t+j to the corresponding cell t[j] using the builtin predicate \valid. For a pointer p, \valid(p) states that memory location *p can be safely read and written. The postcondition of the function states that for every index j, t[j] is non-zero if and only if j is prime. The fact that j is prime is expressed as being greater or equal to 2, and having no divisor d such that 2<=d<j. The clause at line 6 states that the elements of array t are the only variables that can have a different value after the function call.
The annotations at lines 10-15 and 17-23 express loop contracts. Each contract contains loop invariants, a loop assigns clause and a loop variant. Loop invariants must be true before the loop and after each loop iteration. The clause loop assigns indicates variables whose values can change during the execution of the loop. A loop variant is an integer expression that must be non-negative whenever a loop iteration starts, and must strictly decrease at each iteration, thus allowing a deductive verification tool to deduce the termination of the loop after a finite number of steps.
Two other builtin predicates of ACSL are illustrated by assertions at lines 36-37. The first one specifies that the memory blocks containing variable i and array a do not have the same base address. In other words, they are two different blocks. The ACSL construct \base_addr(p) denotes the base (i.e. start) address of the memory block pointer p belongs to. The assertion at line 37 specifies that all array elements are initialized. The ACSL predicate \initialized(p) expresses that the memory location *p referred to by pointer p has been initialized. Using the deductive verification plug-in Frama-C/Wp, one can easily prove that function primes respects its ACSL contract. As expected, the proof that the call to primes at line 35 respects its precondition will fail (for the precondition at line 2) because the validity for all required indices (up to 200 − 1 = 199) is not ensured here. The assertion at line 36 is proved as well (while that at line 37 is left unknown since Wp does not support the \initialized predicate yet). While detailed function and loop contracts are mandatory to obtain a complete proof and/or meaningful proof failures using a deductive verification tool, runtime assertion checking can be applied without having to manually specify all of them.
Although inspired by JML, ACSL was designed for static analysis and notably program proof by means of Dijkstra's weakest precondition calculus (WP) [9] . In particular, several constructs have no executable meaning, e.g. quantification over infinite sets. That is why E-ACSL was designed as a large subset of ACSL such that all its terms and predicates can be evaluated at runtime. For instance, each quantified integer variable in E-ACSL must be syntactically bounded in order to restrict quantification to finite integer intervals. Actually, the most practical ACSL constructs are still part of E-ACSL. For example, all ACSL annotations of the program of Fig. 1 also belong to E-ACSL. E-ACSL includes mathematical integers and built-in memory predicates and functions even if checking such constructs at runtime efficiently is challenging.
The executable nature of E-ACSL implies one fundamental semantic difference with ACSL:
undefinedness. Indeed, ACSL is based on standard mathematical logic in which any well-typed construct is well-defined. In particular, any predicate is either true or false (even if possibly unprovable). It is not the case in E-ACSL because some constructs, e.g. the expression 1/0, cannot be evaluated at runtime without errors. Consequently, E-ACSL is based on 3-valued logic in which these constructs are undefined. For instance, the predicate 1/0 == 1/0 is valid in ACSL (by reflexivity of equality) but is undefined in E-ACSL. Both logic remain nevertheless consistent: for any E-ACSL predicate p, if p is valid (resp. invalid) in ACSL then p is either valid (resp. invalid) or undefined in E-ACSL. Conversely, if p is valid (resp. invalid) in E-ACSL then p is also valid (resp. invalid) in ACSL. This fundamental property ensures tool compatibility between ACSL and E-ACSL.
Monitor Generation Scheme
The E-ACSL runtime verification tool is implemented as a plug-in of Frama-C [14] , a framework dedicated to source code analysis of C programs. Frama-C is in charge of preprocessing, parsing, typing and providing an abstract syntax tree (AST) representing the input C code annotated with ACSL annotations. E-ACSL in turn generates a new AST that represents the output C program that embeds monitors generated from E-ACSL annotations. 2 shows a translation scheme of the E-ACSL plug-in. Two static analyses are executed prior to code generation. One analysis identifies the goto-like statements which go outside blocks in order to soundly insert necessary code when exiting a block, while the other one finds out an over-approximation of the statements which are necessary to monitor in order to verify memory properties (if any) [13] . For instance, considering a pointer p of type int* and a program containing a single annotation \valid(p), it is only necessary to monitor statements which assign p and its potential aliases.
Two other analyses are performed on the fly during a code generation phase. First, the type system [12] deals with E-ACSL mathematical integers: for any E-ACSL term it computes the smallest C type that can safely encode it. If the term cannot be safely represented by a C type, the generated code uses the Gmp multiple precision arithmetic library 2 to encode it. For instance, assuming a typical 64-bit architecture, if the type of both x and y is int, this type system infers that the result of x+1 fits in a long.
Finally, the RTE plug-in of Frama-C is used to prevent undefined behaviors in the generated code. For instance, for the following E-ACSL annotation /*@ assert x / y == 0; */, RTE automatically generates an additional assertion y != 0 to prevent potential division by zero at runtime.
Possible Usages
From a user's viewpoint, the main issue is thus writing formal annotations. This process, however, can often be automated. The most important usages of E-ACSL are the following. Notable only the fifth one requires manual annotations. Here is a few details about these activities. First, checking the absence of a broad class of undefined behaviors is possible due to the Frama-C plug-in RTE [11] that automatically generates E-ACSL assertions to prevent such undefined behaviors as arithmetic overflows, undefined downcasts, array out-of-bound accesses and invalid pointer dereferences. Once generated by RTE, these annotations are translated into runtime checks by E-ACSL. It is worth noting that, when focusing on detection of invalid memory accesses E-ACSL operates similar to a memory debugger such as Address Sanitizer [23] or Valgrind [20] 's MemCheck [24] .
Consider an example program in Fig. 1 . Even if no E-ACSL annotations are provided by the user, RTE can be used to add assertions verifying the validity of memory accesses. Thanks to these checks out-of-bounds memory accesses in function primes at line 35 can be detected by E-ACSL without manual annotation effort.
Second, in checking high-level properties E-ACSL also relies on other Frama-C plug-ins to generate annotations. For instance, the Aoraï [27] plug-in can generate annotations from a Büchi automaton (or, equivalently, an LTL formula) that models function call ordering, e.g. "function f must always be called twice before function g". This has been proven useful in practice when modeling function relationship of library APIs. Another example is the SecureFlow plug-in. SecureFlow is a source-to-source transformation that encodes information flows of an input program into itself [1, 2] . It is then possible to verify with E-ACSL that the generated code does not contain information flow leakage, e.g. that no confidential data leaks onto a public channel.
Third, all the properties that E-ACSL validates at runtime may theoretically be verified by means of static techniques including abstract interpretation, model checking or WP. However, practical tool limitations may prevent some verifications. In any case, it is often costly to verify properties statically: verifying a subset of properties statically and delegating verification of the remaining properties to E-ACSL may be a good compromise between exhaustiveness of static verification and the cost of the verification process.
Consider an example program in Fig. 1 . Suppose line 35 is replaced by primes(a, 100). In this case, even if the loop contracts are not provided by the user, E-ACSL can check that the call to primes verifies its precondition before the call, and its postcondition after the call. In contrast, the deductive verification plug-in Wp is not able to check the postcondition without the loop contract. For the original version presented in Fig. 1 , E-ACSL detects that the call primes(a, 200) on line 35 does not respect its precondition before the call. E-ACSL is also capable of checking the assertions on lines 36 and 37 (even if no other annotations are provided).
Fourth, improving detection capabilities of testing mainly rely on the first two items. For instance, many undefined behaviors remain undetected by testing because they do not lead to program crash or incorrect results on the tested inputs and user system. Coupling E-ACSL to a test case generation tool like PathCrawler [6] or a fuzzing tool such as American Fuzzy Lop 3 may significantly improve their detection rate of errors.
Fifth, before proving complex functional specifications by means of WP, it may be reasonable to test them. Indeed, in case of proof failure, a user must investigate the cause of the bug which requires time and expertise [22] . It is particularly difficult for non-experts [16] . Among others, one possible cause is that the code does not match the specification because one of them is wrong: in that case, testing their compliance in a preliminary step (by means of the fourth E-ACSL usage) improves confidence that the proof failure comes from another cause.
Practical Runtime Verification with E-ACSL
One of the strengths of E-ACSL is its practical application to runtime verification of C code. Over the past several years E-ACSL has been experimentally evaluated and used in a number of case studies involving runtime verification of benchmarked and industrial-strength code [15, 13, 4, 2, 21, 29, 28] . This section now briefly summarizes the results of these experiments.
Competitions on Runtime Verification
One key evaluation of E-ACSL has been performed by an independent committee during Competitions on Runtime Verification (CRV) organized in 2014 [3] and in 2015 [10] as part of the International Conference on Runtime Verification. E-ACSL participated in the C program monitoring track both in 2014 and in 2015. The 2016 edition of the C track did not take place due to a lack of participants.
Each competition was split into three phases. During the first phase the participants were invited to submit their benchmarks to a public repository. In the second, monitor collection phase, the participants were invited to submit their monitors generated from the shared code. During the final evaluation phase the qualified tools were evaluated by running the generated monitors and ranked using different criteria such as memory or CPU utilization overhead and correctness of the runtime analysis.
In the 2014 installment of CRV four runtime verification tools (E-ACSL, RiTHM-1, RTC and ARTiMon) had registered for competing in the track on online monitoring of C programs but only E-ACSL, RiTHM-1 and RTC submitted their solutions for evaluation. In 2014 E-ACSL had won the second place, falling behind the RTC tool 4 . In 2015, where overall six tools registered for the track (E-ACSL, MarQ, RiTHM-v2.0, RTC, RV-monitor and TimeSquareTrace) and only two tools (E-ACSL and RV-monitor) submitted their solutions, E-ACSL arrived at the first place 5 .
Runtime Detection of Memory Errors
One of the benefits of E-ACSL is its ability to detect memory errors such as buffer overflows, illegal dereferences, double free and similar vulnerabilities. At a specification level, memory error detection via E-ACSL uses built-in annotations including such key predicates as \valid(p), \initialized(p), \base_addr(p), \offset(p) and \block_length(p). For a given pointer p, these predicates respectively denote the validity of p (i.e., whether p is safe to dereference), if the value pointed to by p has been initialized by previously writing to it, the base (start) address of the memory block p belongs to, the byte-length of that block and the byte offset of p relative to the base address.
Memory-related annotations of E-ACSL allow to reason about memory allocated by the program at a block-level, resulting in a much more powerful analysis when compared to state-ofthe-art memory debuggers [29] . For instance, for a dereference *(p+i) the E-ACSL expression \base_addr(p) == \base_addr(p+i) specifies that p+i belongs to the same memory block that p points to. This detects an out-of-bounds access if both p and p+i point to two different allocated areas. The E-ACSL specification language can express a large variety of contract properties [8] that go far beyond out-of-bounds checks, where block-level properties can be also very useful.
To support E-ACSL memory predicates, code generated by E-ACSL relies on a C memory monitoring library. This is such that memory modifications made by the program at runtime are stored in the library by the monitor and checking annotations corresponds to querying it. Before program instrumentation, static analysis is performed to safely remove unnecessary memory instrumentation to improve efficiency of the monitor [13] . Memory monitoring in E-ACSL has initially been implemented using a compact prefix tree called patricia trie [15] . The trie stores per-block metadata in its leaves and uses base addresses of memory blocks as keys associated with trie nodes. Routing from the root to a leaf is ensured by internal nodes of the trie.
Initial experiments that involved checking memory-related annotations in a number of small programs (see [15] ) indicated that results produced by E-ACSL are precise. Yet, due to complexity of trie lookups, even in small code samples such an approach is prone to producing high runtime overheads of over 100 times compared to performance of unmonitored programs [13] . Further experiments with computationally intensive benchmarks from SPEC CPU datasets [26] revealed that overheads of memory analysis using a patricia trie can exceed 600 times when compared to unobserved executions [29] .
To aid high overheads incurred by the monitoring library built upon a patricia trie, it has been replaced by a novel shadow memory monitoring scheme [29] allowing to capture bounds of memory blocks and benefit from constant-time lookups.
Empirical evaluation of the E-ACSL implementation using shadow memory has been conducted for a problem of checking validity of pointer and array accesses over SPEC CPU programs (see [29] ). This evaluation compared performance overheads of E-ACSL to the overheads incurred by state-of-the-art memory debuggers and an implementation of E-ACSL using a patricia trie. This experimentation has shown that for the purpose of verifying validity of memory accesses runtime overheads of E-ACSL (avg. ×19) are significantly better than the overheads of a patricia trie approach (avg. ×77.5) and comparable to the runtime overheads of such state-of-the-art memory debuggers as MemCheck (avg. ×15.5) or Dr. Memory (avg. ×18). Furthermore, memory overheads of E-ACSL shadow memory monitoring (avg. ×2.9) were on average the lowest of all tools including E-ACSL patricia trie implementation. It is worth noting that E-ACSL as it stands now has undergone several optimization passes that reduced the average runtime overhead over SPEC CPU programs to only 13 times when compared to runs of original programs.
Case Studies Using E-ACSL
CURSOR E-ACSL has also been used to analyze industrial-strength code using third-party tools. For instance, a technique called CURSOR [21] uses the Frama-C Value plugin to generate assertions for dynamically verifying a number of Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) [7] vulnerabilities and further dynamically verify them using E-ACSL.
To support their approach, Pariente and Signoles applied CURSOR to several Apache libraries (of approximately 8,000 LOC) containing file management and sanitizing functions relevant to security analysis. As a result of its static analysis, CURSOR generated 340 assertions that were further converted to executable code using E-ACSL, leading to a 22% increase of the source code base and an average runtime overhead of less than 3 times.
Secure Flow
In another instance E-ACSL has been used alongside a hybrid flow-sensitive information flow analysis of C programs called Secure Flow [2] to dynamically enforce an information flow policy protecting against timing attacks on a cryptographic library. E-ACSL has been applied to protect against memory errors and ensure correctness of the information flow analysis via Secure Flow.
During the experimentation (reported in [2] ) Secure Flow and E-ACSL analyzed 14 cryptographic algorithms belonging to LibTomCrypt library 6 . In this study E-ACSL has shown slowdowns of approximately 15 times compared to unobserved executions. This result is consistent with experimentation using SPEC CPU benchmarks [29] .
Conclusion
In this tool paper we have given a broad overview of E-ACSL-an online verification tool for C programs. E-ACSL is built atop Frama-C, an industrial-strength framework for source code analysis of C programs. At its core E-ACSL transforms an input program P annotated with formal specifications written in the E-ACSL specification language into a program instrumented with a monitor automatically generated from the specification. A run of the monitored program is aborted is any of the properties given by the specification is violated, otherwise, the behaviour of the monitored program is functionally equivalent to the input program.
The E-ACSL specification language allows for specification of a wide range of properties including such issues as well-ordering of function calls, information flow leakage, integer overflows and memory errors. Most of these properties can be generated automatically using Frama-C, for instance via the RTE plug-in capable of generating annotations verifying the absence of undefined behaviors at runtime. E-ACSL is a runtime verification tool that has a variety of practical applications. Over the past several years E-ACSL has been applied to a number of problems in runtime analysis of benchmarked and industrial strength code including detection of spatial and temporal memory errors, enforcing information flow security properties and CWE vulnerabilities.
Future Work
At the present stage of its implementation E-ACSL supports generating C monitors from most common constructs provided by its specification language. However, more work is required to support the E-ACSL specification language in full. The second direction of future work relates to application of static analyses during the monitor generation phase. Even though E-ACSL already uses sound static techniques to reduce the amount of instrumentations (and consequently reduce runtime overheads), better static analyses are likely to improve the overheads results. Also these analyses and the E-ACSL code generator are quite complex pieces of code: future work includes their formalization and proof of correctness. Finally, E-ACSL lacks support for detecting concurrency issues such as deadlocks or data races. We are looking to address such concurrency problems in the future.
